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Abstract
Native Language Identification is the task
of identifying the native language of a
user based on a sample of their writing
or speech or using both. This project
presents several models to solve the prob-
lem of native language identification using
spoken and/or written responses using the
dataset released by ETS. In this paper, we
compare several different approaches for
this task and built several models for the
same: RNN over words, deep RNN with
fully connected layers, CNN over char-
acters, CNN over words, Deeper CNNs,
RNN over CNN. Among all these, we saw
that CNN over words model worked the
best. Hence, we tried several approaches
to iteratively improve our CNN over words
model like adding pre-trained gloVe word
vectors, normalizing i-vectors, etc. Fi-
nally, we used an ensemble of all the mod-
els, which gave a further bump in our
precision.Our best results were obtained
using an ensemble of the above models
which gave a precision of 62.07 for the
essay task, 52.33 for the speech task and
84.12 for the speech task with i-vectors.

1 Introduction

In this project, we worked on the Native language
identification task which can be modelled as a se-
quence classification task. Sequence classification
is a predictive modeling problem where you have
some sequence of inputs over space or time and
the task is to predict a category for the sequence.
What makes this problem challenging is that the
sequences can vary in length, be comprised of a
very large vocabulary of input symbols and may
require the model to learn the long-term context
or dependencies between symbols in the input se-
quence.

Non-native speakers show different degrees of
reading competence and pronunciation (Mengel,

1993),that is, their knowledge of the grapheme-
to-phoneme conventions of the foreign language
may vary a lot, as well as their ability to pro-
nounce sounds which are not part of their native
sound inventory. Similarly, the way in which non-
native speakers construct their sentences is seman-
tically different. Hence, it is interesting to solve
this problem and tackle the challenges.

2 Motivation

Most of the work in the area of Native Language
Identification domain has focused on identifying
the native language of writers learning English as
a second language. This is indeed a challenging
task even for humans; hence it is interesting to
see how well a machine can infer a connection be-
tween a person’s native language and his/her spo-
ken/ written responses. It is also interesting to
analyze whether the written or spoken language
component gives a stronger correlation with the
native language of the speaker. The task is typi-
cally framed as a multi-class classification prob-
lem where the set of languages is known apriori.

This problem is also exciting because it al-
lows us to build a system that can be used in any
space where automatic native language identifica-
tion can be useful. Of the many applications, we
could use this system for drawing meaningful an-
alytics from forum interactions, social networks,
opinion mining for people with common native
language ties.

Another potential application of NLI is in the
field of forensic linguistics (Gibbons, 2003), a
juncture where the legal system and linguistic
stylistics intersect (Prakasam, 2004). In this con-
text Natural Language Identification can be used
as a tool for Authorship Profiling (Grant, 2007)
in order to provide evidence about the linguistic
background of an author.



3 Related Work

We reviewed several research works in this area
and present the most relevant papers below.

In (Mitra et al., 2005), the authors provide a
unique approach for solving a multiclass classi-
fication problem for a sequence of text. They
present a model integrating a Recurrent Neural
Network and a least squares Support Vector Ma-
chine for classification of document titles into pre-
determined categories. They implement a system
based on this Neuro SVM model using Latent Se-
mantic Indexing(LSI) to generate probabilistic co-
efficients from document titles which are used as
the input to the system. Using a corpus of 96,956
words, from University of Denver’s Penrose Li-
brary catalogue, the system’s accuracy was re-
markable.

The paper (Arevian, 2007) explores the appli-
cation of Recurrent Neural Networks for the task
of robust text classification. The results demon-
strate that these recurrent neural networks can be
a viable addition to the many techniques used in
web intelligence for tasks like context sensitive
email classification and website indexing as well.
This paper presents research on the capabilities of
extended simple recurrent neural network models
(xRNN) to the task of classifying real-world news
titles from the well-known Reuters-21578 Corpus.

In (Kim, 2014), the author shows that a simple
CNN with little hyperparameter tuning and static
vectors achieves excellent results on multiple
benchmarks. A series of experiments are reported
with CNN trained on top of pre-trained word vec-
tors for sentence-level classification tasks. This
work is similar in philosophy to (Sharif Razavian
et al., 2014), which showed that for image clas-
sification, feature extractors obtained from a pre-
trained deep learning model perform well on a va-
riety of tasks including tasks that are very different
from the original task for which the feature extrac-
tors were trained.

In (Ma and Hovy, 2016), the authors intro-
duce a novel neural network architecture that ben-
efits from both word and character level rep-
resentations by using a combination of bidirec-
tional LSTM, CNN and Conditional Random
Fields(CRF). Their system is unique in the sense
that it does not require large amounts of task spe-
cific knowledge in the form of handcrafted fea-
tures and data pre-processing; thus making it ap-
plicable to a wide variety of sequence labelling

Figure 1: Character level representations of the
words from (Ma and Hovy, 2016). Dashed arrows
indicate a dropout layer applied before character
embeddings are input to CNN.

tasks. Previous studies have shown that CNN is
effective in extracting information from characters
of words and encoding it into neural representa-
tions. Figure 1 shows the CNN architecture used
in this paper to extract character-level representa-
tion of a given word.

In (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013) the authors took the
challenge of Native Language Identification on the
ETS dataset for that year. They achieved an accu-
racy of 43% on the test data, improved it to 63%
with feature normalization. For their model they
trained a SVM classifier on a set of features ex-
tracted from the training data. They normalized
the feature values by dividing them the (max-min)
of the respective features. Table 1 below lists the
features that they used for their model. Although
their model seems to capture a lot of relevant in-
formation for the task using hand-crafted features,
in this project we intend to learn these feature rep-
resentations automatically using neural networks.

4 Dataset

For this project, we use the Educational Test-
ing Service (ETS) dataset which includes test re-
sponses from 13,200 test takers (one essay and
one spoken response transcription per test taker)
covering 11 native languages (L1s) with 1,200 test
takers per language. The 11 native languages cov-
ered by the corpus are: Arabic, Chinese, French,
German, Hindi, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Span-



Table 1: Features used by (Abu-Jbara et al., 2013)
in their model for the Native Language Identifica-
tion Task

Character and Word N-grams Missing Punctuation
Part-Of-Speech N-grams Average Number of Syllables
Function Words Arc Length
Use of punctuation Downtoners and Intensifiers
Number of Unique Stems Production Rules
Misuse of Articles Subject Agreement
Capitalization Words per Sentence
Tense and Aspect Frequency Topic Scores

ish, Telugu, and Turkish. Since the audio files are
not provided for this task, we use the i-vectors pro-
vided along with the dataset to model a more re-
alistic sense of the performance of speech-based
NLI system.

5 Evaluation Metric

We evaluate all our models’ performance by using
the precision scores for the following three tasks:
1. Essay Task: The identification of an individ-
ual’s native language based on an essay written by
him/her in English.
2. Speech Task with transcriptions only: The clas-
sification of an individual’s native language based
on an English spoken response
3. Speech Task with transcriptions and i-vectors:
The classification of an individual’s native lan-
guage based on an English spoken response using
transcriptions and i-vectors both.

6 Approaches/ Methodology

6.1 Baseline model: Linear SVC
The baseline model for speech transcript and writ-
ten essay classification trains a linear support vec-
tor classifier (using the scikit-learn library) us-
ing unigram features computed from the tokenized
versions of the data. i-vectors are incorporated by
concatenating them to the unigram features. The
results of the baseline model are presented in Ta-
ble 2 below.

Table 2: Average Precision, Recall and F1 scores
for the Baseline model (Baseline given by ETS for
the Native Language Identification Task)

Task Precision Recall F1
Essay Task 0.72 0.72 0.72
Speech Task without I-Vectors 0.52 0.52 0.52
Speech Task with I-Vectors 0.76 0.76 0.76
Fusion Task without I-Vectors 0.75 0.75 0.75
Fusion Task with I-Vectors 0.79 0.78 0.78

6.2 Recurrent Neural Network over words

One of the key advantages of using a recurrent
neural network as opposed to traditional classifiers
is that it eliminates the need for human crafted fea-
tures and automatically captures contextual infor-
mation when learning word representations, which
may introduce considerably less noise compared
to traditional window-based neural networks. Re-
current neural network incorporates dynamic tem-
poral behavior and can use its hidden layer to pro-
cess and capture arbitary sequence inputs.

We use a LSTM encoder layer to encode all the
information in the text and feed the output of the
LSTM to a feedforward neural network for clas-
sification. In this approach we build a vocabulary
of words from the training data and also learn a
embedding matrix for representing each of these
words during the training phase. Since backprop-
agating over very long sequences is hard, we con-
sider the first 150 words of the datapoint for our
prediction.

We experimented with various sizes of hidden
units, embedding dimensions, etc and the best re-
sults that we arrived at are shown in the table 3
below. Initially we observed that the results are
worse than the baseline classifier (SVM over un-
igram features) for both speech transcript and es-
say classification for our initial experimental runs.
However, on extensive hyper parameter tuning we
were able to get better results using this model as
shown in Table 3 below.

Table 3: Average Precision scores for the RNN
over words model

Task Precision
Essay Task 48.65
Speech Task without I-Vectors 46.19
Speech Task with I-Vectors 63.48

6.3 Deep RNN with fully connected layers

To improve our RNN model further, we stacked
layers of LSTM cells to help our model learn
a better representation of the text. We experi-
mented with 1,2 and 3 layer LSTMs. We also
added more fully connected layers for improving
the classification performance. We observed that
the best accuracy was achieved with 2 layer RNN
and 2 Layer FC. The results obtained by using this
model are summarized in Table 4 below.



Table 4: Average Precision for the Deep RNN with
fully connected layers model

Model Essay task Speech task
2 layer RNN 49.87 47.98
3 layer RNN 47.30 45.74
2 layer RNN + 2 layer FC 49.91 49.42

6.4 CNN over characters

On literature survey, we arrived at the conclusion
that Character level CNNs have been shown to
give good performance in many related tasks in
this domain (Jozefowicz et al., 2016; Zhang et al.,
2015; Hwang and Sung, 2016). Hence we decided
to explore this route, as well. Our alphabet set was
composed of characters- ’a’ to ’z’, ’A’ to ’Z’ and
numerals 0-9. In order to capture special discrim-
inative features, we used convolutional filters with
different filter sizes, experimented with different
number of filters per filter size and maxpooling
layers. We concatenated the output from different
filters and used a fully connected layer to make the
final predictions. In this model as well, we learnt
our own embeddings for the alphabets. We also
observed that larger filter sizes work well for this
model. This is probably because filter sizes of 6 or
7 try to capture words (which is close to the aver-
age length of an english word) whereas even larger
filters capture word interactions. We believe that a
deeper CNN with smaller filter sizes could achieve
similar results as it’s field of view would be better
than the current model.

The results of this model are shown below in Ta-
ble 5. We observe that character level models per-
form poorly compared to our other models based
on words. Our conjecture is that character based
models may be suitable for short text classification
tasks (like predicting sentiment of chat messages)
but may not suitable for the task of native language
identification using lengthy essays or spoken re-
sponses as we may require a lot of filters to ex-
haustively capture all the important features in a
response.

Table 5: Average Precision for the CNN over char-
acters model

Task Precision
Essay Task 27.0
Speech Task without I-Vectors 21.5
Speech Task with I-Vectors 30.1

6.5 Convolutional Neural Network over
words

Since our character level CNNs performed worse
compared to all our models that used word-level
representation, we decided to explore CNN over
words model. CNNs have been found to be very
effective in solving many active research problems
in this domain. One of the reasons that CNNs
have surpassed the traditional machine learning
approaches is the ability of CNNs to automatically
learn values for their filters based on the task we
want the model to perform. Although it is hard
for a human to qualitatively come up with such
rules/filters, it might be easier for a CNN to learn
these from data. We can think of each filter as
looking for a specific composition of words in the
sentence. Filters at higher layers will capture more
complex compositions and trends that differentiate
essay writing/speech transcriptions of different na-
tive language speakers. Also, Convolutional net-
works are faster and have better feature represen-
tation compared to traditional n-gram models.

Our best model uses a Convolutional Neural
Network with a single layer convolution. We ex-
perimented with various filter sizes and found that
filter sizes of 2 and 3 with 1024 filters for each fil-
ter size performed optimally for our task. We use a
stride of 1 for the convolution layer.We use RELU
activation followed by a maxpool layer which ba-
sically finds the maximum over the entire region
and gives one value for each filter. In our case
since we have 1024 * 2 filters overall (includ-
ing 2 size and 3 size filters), we end up with a
2048 element vector. This is followed by a single
layer feed forward network with 11 output units.
We use dropout training to train our model for 20
epochs with a batch size of 128. We used cross
entropy loss and Adam optimizer in the model.
Figure 2 shows the detailed architecture of the our
model.The results of this model are are summa-
rized in table 6 below.

In our experiments, we find that smaller fil-
ter sizes (2,3) give better results than larger filter
sizes. Our conjecture is that people with a com-
mon native language tie might have similar ways
of constructing smaller sequences (like position-
ing of certain articles, etc), but might not have a
great degree of overlap for longer sequences.



Figure 2: Architecture diagram of our Convolu-
tional Neural Network over words model

Figure 3: We incrementally improved our model
by adding more layers on top of the core CNN over
words model.

6.6 Deeper CNNs
We also experimented with deeper CNNs with
smaller convolutional filters. For instance, two
size 3 filters stacked on top of each other have a
wide field of view similar to size 7 filter but uses
way fewer parameters than having a single size
7 filter. This is probably why deep narrow net-
works work better than shallow broad networks.
We tried 2 layer CNNs and multi-layer fully con-
nected layers, however these did not improve the
performance significantly. Figure 3 shows how we
incrementally experimented with more layers on
top of the core CNN over words model, to improve
the final model.

Table 6: Average Precision for the CNN over
words model

Task Precision
Essay Task 61.6
Speech Task without I-Vectors 51.5
Speech Task with I-Vectors 83.2

6.7 RNN over CNN

In order to improve performance, we tried us-
ing CNN and Maxpooling to reduce the sequence
length and then ran a RNN over it. This performed
better than the vanilla RNN model but wasn’t able
to beat our earlier CNN model.The reason for this
could be that we would have to do extensive hyper
parameter tuning in order to get the optimal results
which was a non-trivial task given the number of
hyper parameters in this model. The results for
this model are shown in the Table 7 below.

Table 7: Average Precision for the RNN over CNN
model

Task Precision
Essay Task 47.30
Speech Task without I-Vectors 45.57
Speech Task with I-Vectors 58.1

6.8 Using Pre-trained word vectors: gloVe

A problem that we anticipated with our model was
that we had only about 11,000 data points which
might be too few to learn a good word embedding
for our vocabulary. Therefore, we used pre-trained
word vectors: GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) to
initialize our word embeddings. We then trained
our dataset so that the embeddings are modified
according to our data and task. We also tried keep-
ing the word embeddings static and just using the
gloVe vectors as it is. However, both of these mod-
els did not improve our model’s performance sig-
nificantly and were computationally very expen-
sive. Table 8 shows the results obtained by using
gloVe vectors with CNN over words model.

Table 8: Average Precision for the CNN model +
gloVe pretrained vectors

Task Precision
Essay Task 61.9
Speech Task without I-Vectors 51.56
Speech Task without I-Vectors 83.56

6.9 Leveraging i-vectors

Our CNN model performed well but we still
wanted to leverage the i-vectors to make up for
the lack of the audio component in our Speech
Task. i-vectors (Dehak et al., 2011; Martınez et al.,
2011) convey information such as speaker charac-
teristics, transmission channel, acoustic environ-



ment or phonetic content of speech segments. i-
vector extraction can be seen as a probabilistic
compression process that reduces the dimensional-
ity of speech-session super-vectors according to a
linear-Gaussian model. i-vectors were initially in-
troduced for speech recognition but are now used
widely for speaker identification, language recog-
nition, etc. Before the final fully connected layer,
we concatenate the i-vectors to the output of the
hidden states coming from RNN or CNN network.

Using the i-vectors indeed made a lot of differ-
ence in the accuracy of the model which is also ev-
ident in the baseline results. The baseline system
precision for the Speech Task using only the tran-
scriptions is 0.52, as against the precision for the
SpeechTask when the i-vectors are included, i.e.,
0.76). Similarly for our model, we see that adding
the i-vectors improved the accuracy of the Speech
task from 51.5% to 76.9%. Further, on normal-
izing the i-vectors, the precision for the speech
task with i-vectors jumped to 83.2 which is sig-
nificantly higher than the SVM baseline.

6.10 Ensemble model

In order to get a performance boost, we used an en-
semble of all our above previously trained models
and used a weighted voting scheme proportionate
with the accuracy of the models to get the final pre-
dictions using their individual predictions.Results
of this are shown below in Table 9.

Table 9: Average Precision for the Ensemble
model

Task Precision
Essay Task 62.07
Speech Task without I-Vectors 52.33
Speech Task with I-Vectors 84.12

7 Experimental Analysis

7.1 Effecting of changing the number of
filters per filter size and filter sizes

The number of filters is equal to the number of
neurons/kernels and thus changing this parameter
would affect the results significantly. Each filter
when convolving around the input is multiplying
its values with that of the original features of the
input. The result of applying a filter on the input
is called the feature map.

From our experiments we observed that smaller
filter sizes worked better in most of the cases. This

Figure 4: Plot showing the effect of changing filter
sizes and number of filters per filter size

is intuitive because with a smaller number of filters
it is more likely that the patterns common to a cer-
tain native language are captured better in a con-
volution filter of sizes 2, 3 as explained in section
6.5. As we increase the size of our filters, we de-
crease the chance of capturing patterns unique to a
particular native language. The effect of changing
filter sizes is shown in Figure 4.

7.2 Effect of changing the learning rate

A high learning rate implies that the system con-
tains too much kinetic energy and the parameter
vector bounces around chaotically, unable to set-
tle down into deeper, but narrower parts of the
loss function. Learning rate controls the size of
the steps the model takes towards convergence.
A small learning rate implies that the system that
takes ”baby” steps, hence makes lesser mistakes
but takes longer to train. With larger learning rate,
the model takes bigger steps, hence learns faster,
but is more prone to taking bigger wrong steps
and end up in a local minima. Hence, we need
to find a stable learning rate that neither makes the
model slow nor traps it in a local minima. Very
small learning rate can cause wasting computation
bouncing around chaotically with little improve-
ment for a long time. But very aggressive large
learning rate might not allow the system to reach
the global optima. We did several experimental
runs to understand the effect of learning rate on
our model. The optimal learning rate for most of
our models was 2e-3.The effect of changing learn-
ing rate is shown in Figure 5.

7.3 Effect of using different input types to the
model

In this section we present an analysis of how a
model’s performance changes on giving different



Figure 5: Plot showing the effect of changing the
learning rate of the model

types of inputs:
1. Essay / Written response Only: On feed-

ing in just the written responses by test takers, we
get an average accuracy of 62.07% using our best
model. It is evident from the results that the writ-
ten text also provides a number of reliable cues
for native language identification such as grammar
and spelling idiosyncrasies typical of non-native
English writers. Transfer of linguistic knowledge
from one’s native language into English gives us
patterns that can be captured well for this task.

2. Speech transcriptions Only: On feeding in
just the speech transcriptions, we get an accuracy
of 52.33% using our best model. This is because
the speech transcriptions alone do not encode in-
formation such as speaker characteristics, trans-
mission channel, acoustic environment or phonetic
content of speech segments.

3. Speech transcription with i-vectors: On nor-
malizing and adding the i-vectors to the speech
transcriptions, we get an accuracy of 84.12% us-
ing our best model.

7.4 Effect of changing the model

In this section, we compare how the different mod-
els perform relative to each other for the native
language identification task. From our experi-
ments we observed that the best model that sig-
nificantly outperformed all other models is the
deep/CNN over words followed by deep/RNN and
then RNN over CNN and lastly, CNN over charac-
ters. Figure 6 lists the various models in decreas-
ing order of performance. The average accuracy
across all the tasks decreases as we go down the
pyramid. Figure 7 shows the precision of the dif-
ferent models.

Figure 6: Performance of our models arranged in
decreasing order of average precision across all
the tasks

Figure 7: Performance of our models across all the
tasks

8 Conclusion and Analysis

One of the interesting observations from our ex-
periments is that the accuracy of the native lan-
guage identification using written responses is bet-
ter than the using the spoken responses. This
was contrary to what we had originally expected.
The spoken response, in our understanding should
have had a higher correlation with the native lan-
guage of the speaker because written responses are
expected to be more formal and well-thought of
in a timed test environment compared to the spo-
ken responses. However, based on what we ob-
served on performing manual error analysis, we
concluded that this could potentially be because
an essay has a strong correlation with a person’s
vocabulary because people tend to use simpler
words when conversing whereas, when they have
a longer duration to construct an essay they tend
to use more complex words from their vocabulary;
the choice of which is strongly influenced by their
native language. Also, since essays are length-
ier than the spoken responses, they encode more
information about the semantics of the construc-



tions.
Another observation on analyzing the confu-

sion matrix from the baseline results was that the
highest mis-classification happens between Hindi
and Telugu languages, which makes sense intu-
itively because both these languages have a com-
mon country of origin and thus influence the En-
glish speaking/writing styles of the people speak-
ing these languages. This is observed in both writ-
ten and spoken responses. We also find higher
misclassification between Spanish and French. It
is interesting to see how the analytics cluster to-
gether people in the non-English speaking com-
munities with similar native languages. Since en-
glish essays and speech transcripts from people
of similar native languages are harder to classify,
we can conclude that one’s native language has a
strong impact on the way a person thinks, speaks
and writes in a non-native language. Figure 8
shows the confusion matrix for the speech with i-
vectors task for our CNN over words model.

Also, the results show that absolutely distinct
languages like Arabic and Korean, French and
Telugu, Turkish and German, etc are almost never
mis-classified. Given that languages like Chinese
and Telugu, German and Turkish, etc are in stark
contrast and have no common elements, we be-
lieve that our model learns to identify patterns
to correctly classify all these very different lan-
guages. Hence, we conclude that our model is able
to generalize pretty well.

Also, as expected, on adding ivectors (which
encode the speaker’s characteristics, phonetic
content of speech segments, acoustic environ-
ments, etc we get significantly higher performance
than using just the speech transcripts.

As a potential and interesting next step, we pro-
pose combining the use of written and spoken re-
sponses or the ”fusion” of the two to predict the
native language of a given user more precisely.

Overall, native language identification is a high
impact problem with many nuances and hard to
solve issues but there are many areas to work on
that can result in overall better systems and new
advances show a lot of promise in where we can
go with these systems.
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